
•• Can Can  I feed the fishI feed the fish??
No. A little bit of food from a lot of people adds up. Some species will slow down and become more vulnerable 
to predators. It can change the fi shs’ natural behaviour – people have been bitten! And they aren’t used to 
supermarket food – it can make them sick. So don’t do it. There is plenty of natural food in the reserve. 

•• Why Why  does rotting seaweed smelldoes rotting seaweed smell??
That’s the smell of lots of tiny creatures and some bacteria at work. They produce hydrogen sulphide which is (for 
most people) unpleasant. But it helps if you remember that if it wasn’t for the work of these tiny creatures there 
would soon be so much seaweed washed up we wouldn’t be able to feel the sand between our toes or even get to 
the sea! 

•• Why Why  does the stream sometimes smell in summerdoes the stream sometimes smell in summer??
The stream carries dissolved leaves, rural farming run-off and other organic material from the valley. Some old 
seaweed from the sand is mixed in there too, along with duck poo. Quite a mix! Sometimes, in the summer, when 
there is less rain to keep the stream fl owing, the stream is blocked by sand at the beach. Everything that is organic 
rots, uses up all the oxygen and produces sulphur dioxide which has a strong smell. It smells awful to us but it’s all 
part of nature’s work. It will clear again when there is a decent storm to wash the stream clean.

•• What What  are they doing in the university buildings up the hillare they doing in the university buildings up the hill??
That’s the University of Auckland marine teaching and research facility, better known as the Leigh Marine Lab. 
The scientists and their Masters and Doctoral degree students study a wide range of marine related science 
projects, from topics like the effects of marine protection on fi sh and spiny lobster to practical ways to set up 
commercial aquaculture. Future directions of science coming from the marine reserve include tracking fi sh 
movement from within the reserve to outside areas using acoustics and electronic tagging.

•• What What  are the plastic pipes that go into the sea forare the plastic pipes that go into the sea for??
They supply fresh sea water for the university’s lab tanks and aquariums, and also return the used water to the sea. 
The pipes are quite often fl ushed out with freshwater to prevent marine life blocking them. This can cause frothing 
even though no chemicals are used to keep the system clear. 

Have you wondered


